The transfer of conditioned modulation across conditioned stimuli (CS) and unconditioned stimuli (US) was examined in 3 experiments that used Pavlovian appetitive training procedures with rats. In Experiment 1, after training in a positive patterning discrimination (X3 Aϩ/XϪ/AϪ), X increased conditioned responding elicited by another trained-then-extinguished CS as long as that CS had been trained with the same US as was used in discrimination training. In Experiment 2, after training with a feature-negative discrimination (X3 AϪ/Aϩ), X inhibited conditioned responding elicited by another trained-then-extinguished CS as long as that CS had been trained with the same US. Experiments 1 and 2 used a between-groups design, whereas Experiment 3 used a more powerful within-groups design. In Experiment 3, rats were trained in a feature-positive discrimination (X3 Aϩ/AϪ). In transfer tests, X increased conditioned responding elicited by another CS trained then extinguished with the same US from training. This increase was greater than the X increased conditioned responding elicited by another CS trained then extinguished with a different US from training. The results supported the suggestion that features trained in serial discrimination tasks influence behavior indirectly by transiently raising or lowering the threshold for activation of the US representations by its target stimuli and by any other stimuli that may be associated with that US. Other interpretations of the findings were also considered.
In a serial feature-positive (FP) discrimination, food (ϩ) is delivered on trials when onset of a feature stimulus (X) precedes the onset of a target cue (A), whereas no food is delivered on trials when the target, A, is presented alone. Animals demonstrate they solve FP discriminations by exhibiting stronger conditioned responding on X3 Aϩ trials than on AϪ trials. In serial featurenegative (FN) discriminations, food is delivered on trials when the target, A, is presented alone, whereas no food is delivered on trials when the onset of the feature (X) occurs shortly before target (A) onset. Evidence of learning in FN discrimination is provided to the extent that conditioned responding is less on X3 AϪ trials than on Aϩ trials.
Precisely how stimuli trained as features in these discrimination problems modify the response-promoting capability of their targets has been the subject of much discussion. Holland and his colleagues (e.g., Holland, 1983 Holland, , 1992 Ross & Holland, 1981) suggested that these features (which they also refer to as occasion setters) influence behavior by modulating (i.e., increasing or decreasing) the effectiveness of the target-US association. Alternatively, Rescorla (1985) proposed that unlike conditioned excitors that elicit conditioned responses (CRs) by activating the unconditioned stimulus (US) representation directly, serially trained feature stimuli (which he termed conditioned facilitators) influence behavior indirectly by transiently raising or lowering the threshold for activation of the US representations by its target stimuli and by any other stimuli that may be associated with that US. Thus, the action of a conditioned facilitator is confined to the US representation with which it was trained. In addition, modulatory control by a feature could, in some situations, alter performance by modulating the effectiveness of the association between a target conditioned stimulus (CS) and the CR (Holland, 1989b (Holland, , 1992 .
It is also possible that the apparent modulatory control exerted by serially trained feature stimuli is actually based on nonmodulatory processes. For example, the solution to both FP and FN discrimination problems could be based on learning about a configural cue that emerges from the joint presentation of feature and target stimuli or from the joint activation of their memorial representations. Performance in FP and FN discriminations could be based on the direct associations of this type of configural stimulus with the US (e.g., Pearce, 1987; Wilson & Pearce, 1990) . The solution to FP tasks could also be based on other types of direct associations. In some studies, performance on serial feature discrimination problems seems to depend on the formation of a simple association between the feature and the US (see Bouton & Nelson, 1998) . Furthermore, discriminative responding could be the result of associative summation. That is, it may be that the sum of the associative strengths of the feature and target exceeds the level necessary for response evocation when these cues are presented together, whereas neither stimulus has the associative strength needed to evoke conditioned responding when presented separately.
The present experiments used a transfer strategy to assess what is learned about feature stimuli as a result of training on three different serial feature discrimination problems (see Table 1 for a summary of the designs for each experiment). In Experiment 1, we trained rats to solve a serial positive patterning (PP) discrimination problem. This problem has the same general form as the serial FP discrimination, except that in addition to X3 Aϩ and AϪ trials, the feature is also presented alone (XϪ) on some trials. The inclusion of XϪ trials training provides a simple way to estimate the degree to which discriminative responding is based on direct excitatory control by the feature. In Experiments 2 and 3, rats were given serial FN and serial FP discrimination training, respectively. Each experiment used transfer tests to assess the capacity of the feature cues to influence conditioned responding to separately trained and partially extinguished transfer stimuli. Holland and his colleagues have typically failed to observe significant transfer-ofmodulatory control under these test conditions, whereas other researchers (e.g., Jarrard & Davidson, 1991; Rescorla, Grau, & Durlach, 1985; Swartzentruber & Rescorla, 1994) have obtained reliable transfer to simply trained and partially extinguished test stimuli. In a separate experiment (Experiment 3), we trained rats to solve a serial FP discrimination problem and assessed the capacity of the feature cue to influence conditioned responding to two separately trained and partially extinguished transfer stimuli.
The present experiments also varied whether training of the transfer stimulus was conducted with the same or a different appetitive US relative to that used during original discrimination learning. In the first two experiments, transfer to the trained and extinguished cue was assessed between groups. That is, half the animals were given transfer target training with the same US, and half were given transfer target training with a different US. In the third experiment, transfer to the trained and extinguished cues was assessed within groups. That is, all animals were given transfer target training with two targets: one target trained with the same US as in training and another target trained with a different US from training.
Rescorla's account, which emphasized the importance of the US in modulation, is underscored by data from our lab that suggests that knowledge of a food US includes at least some information about the content of that US. Davidson, Altizer, Benoit, Walls, and Powley (1997) found that rats form distinct memorial representations of USs that include information about the metabolic content of that US. In fact, responding to cues associated with either a fat US or a carbohydrate US is selectively promoted by pharmacologically induced lipoprivation (the rat cannot metabolize fat) or glucoprivation (the rat cannot metabolize glucose). Yet, these lipoprivic and glucoprivic signals have little capacity to evoke appetitive behavior on their own. Rather, as in modulation (occasion setting), these cues appear to augment the capacity of CSs that are associated with fat and carbohydrate, respectively, to evoke CRs.
Transfer of occasion setting across appetitive USs has previously been examined by Holland (1989b) . In the first experiment, he trained rats in a serial FN (X3 AϪ/Aϩ) discrimination with either a food pellet or a liquid sucrose US, and then separately trained A alone with the other reinforcer. Subsequent transfer tests showed that although X retained its ability to modulate any remaining responding that was based on A's association with the training US, it (X) had no effect on responding that was based on A's associations with the new US. However, in another experiment (Holland, 1989b, Experiment 4) , he examined transfer across appetitive USs in serial FN discriminations in which the transfer target trained with the new US was also trained in a different serial FN discrimination. In this case, he found nearly complete transferof-modulatory powers of features to the targets trained with another US in a separate serial FN discrimination. In both of these experiments, the two USs were delivered to different locations in the chamber and supported recognizably different CRs. Thus, changes in the CR were confounded with changes in the US. Because the observed transfer differences did not isolate the effects of changing the US alone, it is not clear whether the pattern of transfer resulted from changing the CR, the US, or both. In Note. SUC-SAME ϭ rats trained with a sucrose unconditioned stimulus during original and transfer target training; SUC-DIFFERENT ϭ rats trained with a sucrose unconditioned stimulus during original discrimination training and an oil unconditioned stimulus during transfer target training; OIL-SAME ϭ rats trained with an oil unconditioned stimulus during original and transfer target training; OIL-DIFFERENT ϭ rats trained with an oil unconditioned stimulus during original discrimination training and a sucrose unconditioned stimulus during transfer target training; L ϭ panel light; T ϭ buzzer; C ϭ clicker (Experiments 1 and 2) or clicker-white noise counterbalanced (Experiment 3); B ϭ white noise-clicker counterbalanced; SUC ϭ sucrose pellets; OIL ϭ peanut oil; Ϫ ϭ nonreinforced. a During target training, rats were trained with either the SUC or OIL unconditioned stimulus to asymptote and then extinguished.
addition, the previous analysis regarding metabolic content of the US suggests that metabolic content is one of the important features of the US that is encoded. In Holland's experiments, all of the USs, although different in flavor and/or location, were of the same metabolic fuel (carbohydrate). In the present experiments, appetitive USs that were different in their metabolic content (peanut oil and sucrose pellets) were delivered to the same location of the conditioning chambers supporting identical CRs so that any differences in transfer would likely be due to the different USs used.
The results of these experiments will bear on theoretical analyses of the learning mechanisms that underlie learning in serial conditioning tasks. Holland (1992) suggested that transfer is observed with serially trained features to the extent that the targets are represented in a particular memory system as a consequence of particular training experiences. Thus, responding mediated by any target-US association that is represented in a conditional system (by training in serial FN or serial FP discriminations) is an appropriate locus for the action of modulators. On the other hand, if the effects of conditioned modulators are specific to the US used in training (Rescorla, 1985) , the modulatory cue should promote responding to a transfer target that is associated with the same but not with a different US, relative to the US used in training. In addition, this outcome could challenge the idea that transfer is based on simple associative summation. We chose USs that, although different in their orosensory and postingestive stimulus properties (see Davidson et al., 1997) , are quite similar in their ability to promote conditioned responding. Thus, if transfer targets yield similar levels of conditioned responding when presented alone, independent of whether they are paired with the same or a different US as was used during training, but different levels when presented with a putative conditioned modulator, this finding would seem to challenge a number of simple association interpretations and a wide range of simple associative summation rules. This pattern of results would also be difficult to explain if transfer of modulation resulted only from generalization between an originally trained CS and a transfer target CS (e.g., Bonardi, 1996; Pearce, 1987) .
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 used a serial PP procedure (X3 Aϩ/XϪ/AϪ) to establish discriminative control by a serially trained feature X (see Table 1 ). This discrimination is identical to a FP discrimination (X3 Aϩ/AϪ) except that additional XϪ trials are added. These additional trials should reduce the contribution that simple conditioning might make to the discrimination performance. Following discrimination training, half of the animals were trained then extinguished with a new CS using a US different from that used in discrimination training, and half of the animals were trained then extinguished with a new CS using a US identical to that used in discrimination training. Transfer responding to the trained and extinguished CS was then assessed. If discriminative control by the feature is CS specific, then there should be no transfer to the trained and extinguished transfer cue regardless of whether that cue was associated with the same or a different US relative to that used in original training. On the other hand, if the feature acts by modulating the threshold for US activation, then discriminative responding during testing should be limited to a transfer cue that was trained with the same US as was used in original discrimination training.
Method
Subjects. Subjects were 32 naïve male Sprague-Dawley albino rats obtained from Harlan Sprague Dawley, Inc. (Indianapolis, IN) . On arrival, the rats were approximately 90 days old and weighed 275-300 g. Subjects were housed individually in stainless steel cages under a 12-hr light-dark cycle (lights on 07:00) and given access to food and water ad libitum for 1 week following arrival. After this 1st week, animals were gradually reduced to 85% of their ad-libitum weights by limiting their access to food; water was always available. The rats were weighed and fed daily to maintain their 85% weights for the remainder of the experiment.
Apparatus. All conditioning and testing procedures were conducted in four identical conditioning chambers, constructed of aluminum end walls and clear Plexiglas sides, measuring 21.6 ϫ 21.6 ϫ 27.9 cm. The floor of each chamber consisted of stainless steel bars, 0.48 cm in diameter, spaced 1.9 cm apart. USs were delivered to a food cup that was recessed in the center of the front wall of each chamber. Both liquid and pellet USs could be delivered to the same dish inside the food cup. Pellet USs were delivered from behind the food cup, whereas liquid USs were delivered from above the food cup. A 6-W jeweled panel light 6 cm above and to the left of the food cup served as a CS. Each chamber was seated within a larger, sound-attenuating enclosure. A Radio Shack Piezo alerting buzzer (Cat. No. 273-068) located outside of the chamber by the end wall with the food cup produced the tone CS. A 3-Hz clicker CS was produced by applying a pulse current to the contacts of a 24-V electromechanical relay. A 72-dB white noise CS was produced from speakers that sat outside the chamber by the end wall opposite the food cup. Ventilation fans provided masking noise at approximately 60 dB.
Changes in behavioral activity were monitored by a computer-controlled infrared monitoring system. Sixteen electronic photobeams (ENV-256C Infrared Photobeam Controller and DIG-721 Photobeam Inputs, Med Associates, Inc.) lined each cage on the Plexiglas sides from end to end approximately 2 cm above the grid floor. These beams were controlled and data were analyzed by software developed in the lab for measurement of behavioral activity and appetitive behavior. Binary values for photobeam interruptions were recorded approximately 30 times a second during pre-CS and CS periods. Appetitive behavior was recorded when the beam closest to the food cup (located 0.25 in. in front of and even with the level of the food cup) was interrupted. Percentage of appetitive behavior to a CS was reported as the percentage of time the animal broke the beam closest to the food cup during a CS minus the percentage of time the animal broke the beam closest to the food cup during the pre-CS period just prior to that CS.
Procedure. All rats were run in squads of 4 animals. Rats were randomly assigned to one of two groups and trained to eat from the recessed food cup during a 10-min magazine training session in which a US was delivered once a minute. Rats in group OIL (n ϭ 16) received magazine training with a 0.3 ml Hollywood brand 100% peanut oil US, and rats in group SUC (n ϭ 16) received magazine training with a two-pellet US (45 mg Noyes Formula F 100% sucrose). Previous studies (see Davidson et al., 1997) have demonstrated that this volume of peanut oil supports an asymptotic level of conditioned responding approximating that supported by two sucrose pellets.
Next, rats in both groups received positive patterning training sessions. In each of sixty-four 30-min discrimination training sessions, all rats received three each of three kinds of trials randomly intermixed, with intertrial intervals ranging from 1.5 to 4.5 min (M ϭ 3 min): L3 Tϩ trials, which comprised a 15-s illumination of the panel light (L) in the last 5-s of which there was a 5-s presentation of a tone (T) immediately followed by a US; LϪ trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 15-s illumination of the panel light; and TϪ trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 5-s tone.
For the rats in group OIL, the US was peanut oil, and for the rats in group SUC, the US was the two sucrose pellets.
In order to establish an appropriate cue for transfer, we trained the rats using a clicker CS and extinguished responding to that same clicker CS. All rats received five 30-min sessions in which they were given nine 5-sec clickers followed by a US, with intertrial intervals ranging from 1.5 to 4.5 min (M ϭ 3 min). For rats in group OIL-SAME, the US was peanut oil, and for group SUC-SAME, the US was the sucrose pellets (the same as in discrimination training for both groups). For rats in group OIL-DIFFERENT, the US was the sucrose pellets, and for rats in group SUC-DIFFERENT, the US was peanut oil. Thus, half the rats were given excitatory training to the clicker using a different US than was used in positive patterning training, and the other half were given excitatory training using the same US that was used in positive patterning training. All rats then received eight 30-min extinction sessions in which they were given nine nonreinforced presentations of the 5-s clicker.
Finally, all rats were given two each of two kinds of test sessions. In transfer target (clicker) test sessions, rats received three each of three kinds of nonreinforced trials randomly intermixed, with 3-min intertrial intervals: L3 CϪ trials, which comprised a 15-s illumination of the panel light (L) that overlapped and coterminated with a 5-s clicker (C); LϪ trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 15-s illumination of the panel light; and CϪ trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 5-s clicker. In original target (tone) test sessions, rats received three each of three kinds of nonreinforced trials randomly intermixed, with 3-min intertrial intervals: L3 TϪ trials, which comprised a 15-s illumination of the panel light (L) that overlapped and coterminated with a 5-s tone (T): LϪ trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 15s illumination of the panel light; and TϪ trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 5-s tone. The four tests were ordered such that the clicker was tested on the 1st and 4th day, whereas the tone was tested on the 2nd and 3rd day.
Data analysis. Standard analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were used to evaluate the results of all experiments reported here. In some cases, in which main effects or interactions were significant, post hoc comparisons were carried out to determine the source of the significant effects. An alpha level of p Ͻ .05 was adopted for all statistical decisions. Figure 1 shows conditioned responding to the nonreinforced target (T) and the reinforced compound (L3 T) for both the SUC and OIL groups over the 16 blocks of acquisition. Visual inspection of the data suggests that animals trained with the sucrose US and rats trained with the oil US learned to respond more on reinforced trial than on nonreinforced trials. These observations were confirmed by a three-way ANOVA (Group SUC-OIL ϫ Blocks ϫ Trial Type) conducted on the appetitive behavior recorded during the last eight blocks of acquisition. The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of trial type, F(2, 60) ϭ 100.88, and a Block ϫ Trial Type interaction, F(14, 420) ϭ 3.95. There was no main effect of group SUC-OIL, F(1, 30) ϭ 3.31, or block, F(7, 210) ϭ 1.35, and none of the other interactions were significant, Fs Յ 1.48. Because there was no main effect of group, all other analysis and post hoc tests were performed by collapsing across US type. These tests revealed that rats responded more to the light-tone serial compound (L3 Tϩ) than to either the light alone (LϪ) or the tone alone (TϪ). However, despite extensive training, rats continued to respond more to the light alone than to the tone alone. Figure 2 shows conditioned responding to the clicker (C) during the 5 days of training and during the 8 days of extinction for animals trained then extinguished with the same or a different US from training. Clicker training-extinction appeared to proceed normally for rats in group SAME-US. It is unclear why rats in group DIFFERENT-US failed to continue to increase responding to the clicker on the last day of training. However, both groups responded at similar levels on the 1st day of extinction. Except for the last training point for group DIFFERENT-US, conditioned responding increased over the 5 days of training and decreased over the 8 days of extinction. Interestingly, rats trained with the same US as in discrimination training (SAME-US) responded more overall to the clicker than did rats trained with a different US from discrimination training (DIFFERENT-US). This observation was confirmed by a two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US From Training ϫ Day), which yielded a main effect of whether the US Figure 1 . Percentage of appetitive behavior during discrimination training of Experiment 1. The top panel shows percentage of appetitive behavior for rats in group SUC, and the bottom panel shows percentage of appetitive behavior for rats in group OIL. The closed circles represent appetitive behavior during the reinforced serial trial (L3 Tϩ). The empty circles represent responding during the nonreinforced tone (TϪ), and the empty squares represent appetitive behavior during the nonreinforced light (LϪ). CS ϭ conditioned stimulus; group SUC ϭ the unconditioned stimulus was two sucrose pellets; group OIL ϭ the unconditioned stimulus was peanut oil.
Results and Discussion
was the same or different from that given in discrimination training, F(1, 22) ϭ 8.67, a main effect of day, F(12, 264) ϭ 21.76, but no interaction, F(12, 264) ϭ 1.2. Post hoc tests revealed no differences in responding between the groups on the 1st and last day of extinction training.
Following transfer target training, the original feature was tested with both the original target (T) and the new trained-thenextinguished transfer target (C) in extinction. The top panel of Figure 3 shows conditioned responding at test to the original target (T), the feature-target compound (L3 T), and the feature alone (L). Rats in both the SAME and DIFFERENT groups maintained the original discrimination throughout testing, responding more on the light-tone serial compound trials (L3 T) than on the L or T alone trials. A two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type) found a main effect of trial type, F(2, 60) ϭ 68.66, but no main effect of same-different US, F(1, 30) ϭ 2.1, and no interaction, F(2, 60) ϭ .11. Furthermore, light responding was significantly reduced from the end of training. Post hoc tests revealed no differences in responding to either the L or the T in test. Thus, it seems unlikely that simple excitatory conditioning made a significant contribution to the clicker tests.
The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows conditioned responding to the trained-then-extinguished target (C), the feature-target compound (L3 C), and the feature alone (L). A two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type) revealed a same-different US ϫ Trial Type interaction, F(2, 60) ϭ 6.13, but no main effect of same-different US, F(1, 30) ϭ 1.8, or trial type, F(2, 60) ϭ .91. Post hoc tests revealed that rats in group SAME responded more to the L3 C serial compound than on the L and C alone trials, whereas rats in group DIFFERENT did not differ in levels of responding to the L3 C, L, and C. In addition, rats in group SAME responded more to the L3 C than rats in group DIFFERENT. Thus, the feature was able to promote responding to a trained and extinguished transfer target when that cue was trained with the same US, whereas no transfer was seen when that cue was trained with a different US. If the feature acted on the CS-US association, then one would expect there to be minimal transfer of the discriminative control by the feature to the trained and extinguished cue regardless of the US with which it was trained. These data agree Figure 3 . Percentage of appetitive behavior during the test phase of Experiment 1. The top panel shows appetitive behavior on original discrimination test days, and the bottom panel shows appetitive behavior on transfer target test days. The left half of each graph represents appetitive behavior for rats given transfer target training with the same unconditioned stimulus (US) from discrimination training, and the right half of each graph represents appetitive behavior for rats given target training with a different US from discrimination training. Feature appetitive behavior is represented by the diagonal bars, target appetitive behavior is represented by the crosshatched bars, and feature-target compound appetitive behavior is represented by the empty bars. CS ϭ conditioned stimulus. Percentage of appetitive behavior during reinforced clicker training (left) and extinction (right) of Experiment 1. The filled circles represent appetitive behavior for rats in groups SUC and OIL trained with the same unconditioned stimulus (US) used in discrimination training, and the filled squares represent appetitive behavior for rats in groups SUC and OIL trained with the US not used in discrimination training. CS ϭ conditioned stimulus; group SUC ϭ the US was two sucrose pellets; group OIL ϭ the US was peanut oil.
with other reports of transfer to a simply trained-then-partiallyextinguished cue in positive patterning (e.g., Davidson & Rescorla, 1986) and in related feature-positive discriminations (Bouton & Swartzentruber, 1986; Davidson, Aparicio, & Rescorla, 1988; Davidson & Jarrard, 1989; Rescorla, 1985) . Furthermore, differences in conditioned responding between compound (L3 T/C) and target alone (T/C) trials for the original (Figure 3 , top panel) and transfer targets (Figure 3 , bottom panel) in the SAME group appear to be quite similar. This is the pattern of transfer expected if the feature was acting to reduce the threshold for US activation.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 used a serial FN procedure (X3 AϪ/Aϩ) to establish discriminative control over responding by the feature (X; see Table 1 ). As in Experiment 1, we examined transfer to a cue that was trained and extinguished with the same or a different US as was used in discrimination training. Experiment 2 also differed from Experiment 1 in that feature offset was separated in time from the onset of the target rather than having the feature and target coterminate. The results of previous studies suggest that this temporal arrangement increases the likelihood of modulatory control by the feature (Holland, 1983 (Holland, , 1985 Holland & Morell, 1996) .
In a similar experiment, Holland (1989b) found that the feature (X) from a serial FN discrimination trained with one US failed to reduce responding to another target that had been trained with a new US, but found that the feature (X) from a serial FN discrimination trained with one US did reduce responding to another target (B) trained with another US as long as the new target had been trained in a separate serial FN discrimination (Y3 BϪ/Bϩ). That experiment differed in two ways from the present study. Holland (1989b) used two USs delivered in separate locations that supported different CRs. In the present experiment, as in Experiment 1, we delivered both USs (peanut oil and sucrose pellets) at the same location, and we used the performance of a common CR (food cup approach) as the index of learning. In addition, we examined transfer using simply trained-then-partially-extinguished target cues, whereas Holland (1989b) examined transfer to target cues trained in separate serial FN discriminations.
Method
Subjects and apparatus. Subjects were 32 naïve rats of the same description as in Experiment 1. They were maintained as in Experiment 1. The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1.
Procedure. All rats were run in squads of 4 animals. As in Experiment 1, rats were randomly assigned to one of two groups and trained to eat from the recessed food cup during a 10-min magazine training session in which a US was delivered once a minute. Rats in Group OIL (n ϭ 16) received magazine training with a 0.3-ml Hollywood brand 100% peanut oil US, and rats in Group SUC (n ϭ 16) received magazine training with a two-pellet US (45-mg Noyes Formula F 100% sucrose).
Next, rats in both groups received FN training sessions. In each of thirty 32-min discrimination training sessions, all rats received two kinds of trials randomly intermixed, with intertrial intervals ranging from 2 to 8 min (M ϭ 4 min): Tϩ trials, which consisted of a 5-s tone, followed immediately by a US, and L3 TϪ trials, which comprised a 5-s panel light, followed by a 10-s empty period, followed by a 5-s tone. For rats in Group OIL, the US was peanut oil, and for the rats in Group SUC, the US was the two sucrose pellets. The trials were distributed such that during each session the animals received six L3 TϪ trials and two Tϩ trials.
Next, to establish an appropriate cue for transfer, we trained the rats then extinguished to a clicker CS. All rats received five 36-min sessions in which they were given nine 5-s clickers followed by a US, with intertrial intervals ranging from 2 to 8 min (M ϭ 4 min). For rats in group OIL-SAME, the US was peanut oil, and for group SUC-SAME, the US was the sucrose pellets (the same as in discrimination for both groups). For rats in group OIL-DIFFERENT, the US was the sucrose pellets, and for rats in group SUC-DIFFERENT, the US was peanut oil. Thus, half of the rats were given excitatory training to the clicker using a different US than was used in FN training, and half were given excitatory training using the same US that was used in FN training. All rats received five 32-min extinction sessions. Careful attention was paid to the terminal levels of responding to the clicker because modulation of the clicker should result in a reduction of responding to the clicker. Thus, to avoid floor effects, the clicker was not extinguished as much as it was in Experiment 1.
Finally, all rats were given two each of two kinds of 36-min test sessions. In transfer target (clicker) test sessions, rats received three each of three kinds of nonreinforced trials randomly intermixed, with 4-min intertrial intervals: L3 C trials, which comprised a 5-s illumination of the panel light, followed by a 10-s empty period, followed by a 5-s clicker; L trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 5-s illumination of the panel light; and C trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 5-s clicker. In original target (tone) test sessions, rats received three each of three kinds of nonreinforced trials randomly intermixed, with 4-min intertrial intervals: L3 T trials, which comprised a 5-s illumination of the panel light, followed by a 10-s empty period, followed by a 5-s tone; L trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 5-s illumination of the panel light; and T trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 5-s tone. The four test sessions were ordered such that the clicker was tested on the 1st and 4th days, whereas the tone was tested on the 2nd and 3rd days. Figure 4 shows conditioned responding to the nonreinforced compound (L3 T) and the reinforced target (T) for both the SUC Figure 4 . Percentage of appetitive behavior during discrimination training of Experiment 2. Circles represent appetitive behavior for rats in group SUC, and triangles represent appetitive behavior for rats in group OIL. The empty symbols represent appetitive behavior during nonreinforced compound trials (L3 TϪ), and the filled symbols represent appetitive behavior during reinforced target trials (Tϩ). CS ϭ conditioned stimulus; group SUC ϭ the unconditioned stimulus was two sucrose pellets; group OIL ϭ the unconditioned stimulus was peanut oil; L ϭ light; T ϭ tone. and OIL groups over the 10 blocks of acquisition. Visual inspection of the discrimination acquisition data suggests that rats trained with the sucrose US and rats trained with the oil US learned to respond more on reinforced trials than on nonreinforced trials. These observations were confirmed by a three-way ANOVA (Group SUC-OIL ϫ Blocks ϫ Trial Type) conducted on the appetitive behavior recorded during the last five blocks of acquisition. The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect trial type, F(1, 22) ϭ 97.63, and a Block ϫ Trial Type interaction, F(4, 88) ϭ 3.25. There was no main effect of group, F(1, 22) ϭ 1.24, or block, F(4, 88) ϭ 1.24, and none of the other interactions was significant, Fs Յ 1.11. As in Experiment 1, because there was no effect of group, all other analysis and post hoc tests were performed by collapsing across US type. These tests revealed that rats responded more to the tone alone (Tϩ) than to the light-tone serial compound (L3 TϪ). Figure 5 shows conditioned responding to the clicker (C) during the 5 days of training and during the 5 days of extinction for animals trained then extinguished with the same or a different US from training. Conditioned responding increased over the 5 days of training and decreased over the 5 days of extinction. This was confirmed by a two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US From Training ϫ Day), which yielded a main effect of day, F(9, 198) ϭ 18.46, but no main effect of same-different US, F(1, 30) ϭ 1.67, or interaction, F(9, 198) ϭ 1.24. Unlike Experiment 1, there was no overall difference in responding between the SAME and DIFFERENT groups. In addition, post hoc tests revealed no differences in responding to the clicker on the 1st and last day of clicker training-extinction.
Results and Discussion
Following target training, the original feature was tested with both the original target (T) and the new trained-then-extinguished target (C) in extinction. The top panel of Figure 6 shows conditioned responding at test to the original target (T), the featuretarget compound (L3 T), and the feature alone (L). Rats in both the SAME and DIFFERENT groups maintained the original discrimination throughout testing, responding more to the previously reinforced T trials than on the L3 T or the L-alone trials. A two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type) found a main effect of trial type, F(2, 60) ϭ 90.43, but no main effect of same-different US, F(1, 30) ϭ 1.5, and no interaction, F(2, 60) ϭ .52. Post hoc tests revealed that there was no difference in responding to the tone between the two groups and that both groups responded more to the tone trials than on L3 TϪ and LϪ trials. In addition, although there were no differences between the groups either on L3 T trials or on L-alone trials, animals in both groups showed more responding on compound trials (L3 T) than on feature-alone trials (L). Conditioned responding to the L alone was not expected to differ from pre-CS responding. However, the tests included L-alone presentations so that the test would be analogous to Experiment 1 and ensure that the L, although unlikely, made no excitatory contribution to the compound responding.
The bottom panel of Figure 6 shows conditioned responding to the trained-then-extinguished target (C), to the feature-target compound (L3 C), and to the feature alone (L). A two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type) revealed an effect of trial type, F(2, 60) ϭ 20.35, a Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type interaction, F(2, 60) ϭ 4.56, but no effect of group, F(1, 30) ϭ .52. Post hoc tests revealed that rats in group SAME responded more on C trials than on L3 C trials, whereas rats in group DIFFERENT did not differ in responding to the L3 C and C trials. Both groups of rats responded less to the L-alone trials than on the other trials. Thus, there was transfer to the trained and extinguished cue when that cue was trained with the same US and no transfer when that cue was trained with a different US.
This pattern of data appears less robust than that from Experiment 1 in that the differences in transfer responding between the SAME and DIFFERENT groups appears to result from differences in target responding, not compound responding. However, post hoc tests performed on the test data did not reveal any significant differences between group SAME and group DIFFERENT in responding to the target alone. Thus, the general pattern of data in Experiment 2 taken together with the pattern of data from Experiment 1 suggest that the US plays a role in whether the transfer CS is an acceptable cue for transfer.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 used a serial FP procedure (X3 Aϩ/AϪ) that is similar to the serial positive patterning procedure (X3 Aϩ/XϪ/A) used in Experiment 1 (see Table 1 ). The goal in Experiment 1 and in Experiment 3 was to examine the nature of the responsepromoting power of a serially trained feature (X). Experiment 3 differed from Experiment 1 in two ways. The first difference involved how the feature (X) was presented. In this experiment, rather than a 15-s light that coterminated with the target (A), we used a 5-s light as the feature (X) that terminated 10-s before the onset of a 5-s tone that served as the target (A). This manipulation Figure 5 . Percentage of appetitive behavior during reinforced clicker training (left) and extinction (right) of Experiment 2. The filled circles represent appetitive behavior for rats in groups SUC and OIL trained with the same unconditioned stimulus (US) used in discrimination training, and the filled squares represent appetitive behavior for rats in groups SUC and OIL trained with the US not used in discrimination training. CS ϭ conditioned stimulus; group SUC ϭ the US was two sucrose pellets; group OIL ϭ the US was peanut oil. was done to minimize the contribution that simple conditioning might make to the discrimination (e.g., Holland, 1986a) without the necessity of giving feature-alone (XϪ) trials.
The second difference involved how the transfer target was trained. Rather than examine transfer to a new target trained with the same US or a different US between groups, we trained all animals with two different transfer targets: one target (B) given training and extinction with the same US and another target (C) given training and extinction with a different US. Thus, we used a more powerful design that allowed us to compare conditioned responding on compound trials involving a new target trained with the same US (X3 B) or a different US (X3 C) within animals. In addition, the use of a within-subjects design for transfer testing enabled us to equate amount of experience with a novel US.
Method
Subjects and apparatus. Subjects were 16 naïve rats of the same description as in Experiments 1 and 2. They were maintained as in Experiments 1 and 2. The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments 1 and 2. Data were collected as in Experiments 1 and 2, except that percentage of appetitive behavior was reported as the percentage of time the animal broke the beam closest to the food cup during the CS.
Procedure. All rats were run in squads of 4 animals. Rats were randomly assigned to one of two groups and trained to eat from the recessed food cup during a 10-min magazine training session in which a US was delivered once a minute. Rats in group OIL (n ϭ 8) received magazine training with a 0.3-ml Hollywood brand 100% peanut oil US, and rats in group SUC (n ϭ 8) received magazine training with a two-pellet US (45-mg Noyes Formula F 100% sucrose).
Rats then received two 48-min pretraining sessions in which they were given twelve 5-s tones followed by a US, with intertrial intervals ranging from 2 to 8 min (M ϭ 4 min). For rats in group OIL, the US was the peanut oil, and for rats in group SUC, the US was the sucrose pellets.
Next, rats in both groups received FP training sessions. In each of the first 12 of twenty-four 48-min discrimination training sessions, all rats received six each of two kinds of trials randomly intermixed, with intertrial intervals ranging from 2 to 8 min (M ϭ 4 min); L3 Tϩ trials, which comprised a 5-s illumination of the panel light (L), followed by a 10-s empty period, followed by a 5-s tone (T), immediately followed by a US; and T-trials, which consisted of a nonreinforced 5-s tone (T). For the rats in group OIL, the US was the peanut oil, and for the rats in group SUC, the US was the sucrose pellets. The remaining 12 discrimination sessions were identical to the first except the animals in both groups received 9 presentations of the nonreinforced target (TϪ) and 3 presentations of the reinforced compound (L3 Tϩ).
Following discrimination training, the rats were trained then extinguished with two different stimuli to establish appropriate cues for transfer. On the 1st day of target training, half of the rats received a 32-min session in which they were given eight 5-s presentations of Cue B (white noiseclicker counterbalanced) followed by the same US from training, with intertrial intervals ranging from 2 to 8 min (M ϭ 4 min). The other half of the animals received identical sessions, except that they received 5-s presentations of Cue C (clicker-white noise counterbalanced) followed by a different US from training. On the 2nd day of training, the rats were trained with the other target so that animals trained with Cue B on Day 1 were trained with Cue C on Day 2, and animals trained with Cue C on Day 1 were trained with Cue B on Day 2. This alternating schedule was continued for 10 days, resulting in 5 days of training on each target (B or C) for all rats.
All rats then received six 32-min extinction sessions in which they were given four each of the two kinds of target trials (B and C) randomly intermixed, with intertrial intervals ranging from 2 to 8 min (M ϭ 4 min) during which no USs were delivered. In Experiment 1, the transfer targets were extinguished to such an extent that negative transfer could not have been observed. It is possible that if transfer target responding had been high enough (Figure 3 , bottom panel), we could have seen a reduction in compound responding relative to the transfer target. In this experiment, as in Experiment 2, more careful attention was paid to the terminal levels of responding to the target cues (B and C) to allow modulation of target responding in either direction. Figure 6 . Percentage of appetitive behavior during the test phase of Experiment 2. The top panel shows appetitive behavior on original discrimination test days, and the bottom panel shows appetitive behavior on transfer target test days. The left half of each graph represents appetitive behavior for rats given transfer target training with the same unconditioned stimulus (US) from discrimination training, and the right half of each graph represents appetitive behavior for rats given target training with a different US from discrimination training. Feature appetitive behavior is represented by the diagonal bars, target appetitive behavior is represented by the crosshatched bars, and feature-target compound appetitive behavior is represented by the empty bars. CS ϭ conditioned stimulus.
Finally, all rats were given two each of two kinds of test sessions. Transfer target test sessions were 52-min long and comprised four kinds of nonreinforced trials, with 4-min intertrial intervals: three L3 B trials, which comprised a 5-s illumination of the panel light (L), followed by a 10-s empty period, followed by a 5-s B cue (white noise-clicker counterbalanced); three L3 C trials, which comprised a 5-s illumination of the panel light (L), followed by a 10-s empty period, followed by a 5-s B cue (clicker-white noise counterbalanced); three B trials, which comprised a 5-s B cue (white noise-clicker counterbalanced); three C trials, which comprised a 5-s C cue (clicker-white noise counterbalanced); and one L trial, which comprised a 5-s illumination of the panel light (L). Original target test sessions were 36-min long and comprised three kinds of nonreinforced trials, with 4-min intertrial intervals: three L3 T trials, which comprised a 5-s illumination of the panel light (L), followed by a 10-s empty period, followed by a 5-s tone (T); three T trials, which consisted of a 5-s tone (T); and three L trials, which consisted of a 5-s illumination of the panel light (L). The four test sessions were ordered such that the transfer targets were tested on the 1st and 4th day, whereas the original target was tested on the 2nd and 3rd day. Figure 7 shows conditioned responding to the nonreinforced target (T) and the reinforced compound (L3 T) for both the SUC and OIL groups over the 12 blocks of acquisition. Visual inspection of the discrimination acquisition data suggests that rats trained with the sucrose US and rats trained with the oil US learned to respond more on reinforced trials than on nonreinforced trials. These observations were confirmed by a three-way ANOVA (Group SUC-OIL ϫ Blocks ϫ Trial Type) conducted on the appetitive behavior recorded during the last six blocks of acquisition. The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of trial type, F(1, 14) ϭ 86.53, and a Block ϫ Trial Type interaction, F(11, 154) ϭ 4.75. There was no main effect of group, F(1, 14) ϭ .98, or block, F(11, 154) ϭ 1.01, and none of the other interactions was significant, Fs Յ 1.82. Post hoc tests revealed that rats in both groups responded more to the light-tone serial compound (L3 Tϩ) than to the tone alone (TϪ) by the end of training. Although there was no effect of group in discrimination learning, analyses of the test data yielded differences between the rats trained with the oil US and rats trained with the sucrose US. Thus, the analysis of transfer target training and test data were performed on each group (SUC-OIL) separately.
Results and Discussion
The top panel of Figure 8 shows conditioned responding for group SUC to the clicker (C) during the 5 days of training and during the 5 days of extinction for animals trained then extinguished with the same or a different US from training. The bottom panel of Figure 8 shows the same data for group OIL. Clicker training-extinction appeared to proceed normally. That is, conditioned responding increased over the 5 days of training and decreased over the 5 days of extinction. For rats in group SUC (Figure 8 , top), this was confirmed by a two-way ANOVA (SameDifferent US From Training ϫ Day), which yielded a main effect of day, F(9, 63) ϭ 16.65, but no main effect of same-different US, F(1, 7) ϭ 1.12, or interaction, F(9, 63) ϭ .99. For rats in group OIL (Figure 8 , bottom), this was confirmed by a two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US From Training ϫ Day), which yielded a main effect of day, F(9, 63) ϭ 20.45, but no main effect of samedifferent US, F(1, 7) ϭ 1.03, or interaction, F(9, 63) ϭ 1.34. In addition, post hoc tests revealed no differences in responding to the targets on the 1st and last day of target training-extinction for either groups. Figure 9 shows conditioned responding at test to the original target (T), the feature-target compound (L3 T), and the feature alone (L) for rats in group SUC (left) and rats in group OIL (right). All rats appeared to maintain the original discrimination throughout testing, responding more to the previously reinforced L3 T trials than on the T or the L-alone trials. L-alone trials were included to be analogous to Experiments 1 and 2 and to determine what contribution excitatory conditioning to the feature (L) made to conditioned responding on the compound trials. For rats in group SUC and group OIL, a one-way ANOVA (trial type) found a main effect of trial type, Fs(2, 14) Ն 24.51. Post hoc tests revealed that there was no difference in responding to the feature (L) and target (T) alone and that both groups responded more to the light-tone compound than on other trial types.
The top panel of Figure 10 shows conditioned responding to the trained-then-extinguished targets (B-C), the feature-target compound (L3 B/C), and the feature alone (L) for group SUC. A two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type) revealed a main effect of trial type, F(2, 14) ϭ 18.97, a Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type interaction, F(2, 14) ϭ 4.59, but no main effect of same-different US, F(1, 30) ϭ 3.13. Post hoc tests revealed that rats responded more on compound trials with a target trained with the same US (L3 B) than on compound trials with a target trained with a different US (L3 C). In addition, rats in group SUC responded more to the L3 B compound than to the feature (L) or target (B) alone. However, responding did not differ between the L3 C compound, the feature (L), or the target (C). Percentage of appetitive behavior during discrimination training of Experiment 3. Circles represent appetitive behavior for rats in group SUC, and triangles represent appetitive behavior for rats in group OIL. The empty symbols represent appetitive behavior during reinforced compound trials (L3 Tϩ), and the filled circles represent appetitive behavior during nonreinforced target trials (TϪ). CS ϭ conditioned stimulus; group SUC ϭ the unconditioned stimulus was two sucrose pellets; group OIL ϭ the unconditioned stimulus was peanut oil; L ϭ light; T ϭ tone.
The bottom panel of Figure 10 shows conditioned responding to the trained-then-extinguished targets (B-C), the feature-target compound (L3 B/C), and the feature alone (L) for group OIL. A two-way ANOVA (Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type) revealed a main effect of trial type, F(2, 14) ϭ 23.42, a Same-Different US ϫ Trial Type interaction, F(2, 14) ϭ 6.05, but no main effect of same-different US, F(1, 30) ϭ 3.9. Post hoc tests revealed that rats responded more on compound trials with a target trained with the same US (L3 B) than on compound trials with a target trained with a different US (L3 C). In addition, rats in group OIL responded more to the L3 B compound than to the feature (L) or target (B) alone. In contrast to group SUC, group OIL responded more to the L3 C compound than to the feature (L) or target (C) alone.
Thus, animals in group SUC showed transfer of discriminative control by the feature only when the target was trained and extinguished with the same US. Furthermore, animals in group OIL showed more transfer of discriminative control to a transfer cue that was trained with the same US that was used during original training. However, unlike Experiments 1 and 2, for that group, some transfer was also found to a target trained with a US different from that used during original FP training.
General Discussion
Following serial positive patterning (Experiment 1), serial feature-negative training (Experiment 2), and serial featurepositive (Experiment 3) training, the ability of features to control conditioned responding transferred to trained-then-extinguished target stimuli. This finding indicates that transfer of control of conditioned responding by the features was not specific to cues trained as targets in other serial feature discrimination problems (e.g., Holland, 1983 Holland, , 1986b Holland, , 1989a Holland, , 1989b . In addition, significantly less transfer of control of conditioned responding by feature stimuli was observed to target stimuli that were associated with a US different from the US that was used during original discrimination training. Thus, transfer of control of responding by feature stimuli was, to a large degree, US specific. The results of these experiments replicate data from this and other labs that the Figure 8 . Percentage of appetitive behavior during reinforced clicker training (left) and extinction (right) of Experiment 3 for rats in group SUC (top panel) and rats in group OIL (bottom panel). The filled circles represent appetitive behavior for the cue trained with the same unconditioned stimulus (US) used in discrimination training, and the filled squares represent appetitive behavior for the cue trained with the US not used in discrimination training. CS ϭ conditioned stimulus; group SUC ϭ the US was two sucrose pellets; group OIL ϭ the US was peanut oil. Figure 9 . Percentage of appetitive behavior on original discrimination test days of Experiment 3. The left half represents appetitive behavior for rats in group SUC, and the right half represents appetitive behavior for rats in group OIL. Feature appetitive behavior is represented by the diagonal bars, target appetitive behavior is represented by the crosshatched bars, and feature-target compound appetitive behavior is represented by the empty bars. CS ϭ conditioned stimulus; group SUC ϭ the unconditioned stimulus was two sucrose pellets; group OIL ϭ the unconditioned stimulus was peanut oil.
response-promoting power of serially trained features transfers to trained-then-extinguished target cues different from those used in original discrimination training (Bouton & Swartzentruber, 1986; Davidson & Jarrard, 1989; Davidson & Rescorla, 1986; Rescorla, 1985) . More important, however, the experiments reported here extend earlier findings by showing that transfer of discriminative control by features depended on whether their transfer targets were associated with the same or a different US relative to that used during original training.
These findings extend previous results demonstrating that the training history of transfer target stimuli is an important determinant of whether they will be subject to discriminative control by serially trained feature stimuli. For example, transfer has been observed for cues that have a history of simple excitatory training followed by partial extinction, whereas little or no transfer is found with targets that are untrained (e.g., Davidson & Jarrard, 1989) or have been subject to only excitatory training (e.g., Swartzentruber & Rescorla, 1994) . On the basis of such results, it has been proposed that transfer occurs when both the training and transfer targets have concurrent excitatory and inhibitory associations with the US (see Bouton & Ricker, 1994; Swartzentruber & Rescorla, 1994) . The present findings extend that idea by showing that transfer of control by feature stimuli also requires that the original trained and transfer targets are associated with the same US.
Recall that Holland (1989b) found transfer across targets trained with different USs as long as those targets were trained in separate serial feature-negative discriminations. Our study, which found that transfer of discriminative control is largely specific to the US used in original training, stands in contrast to Holland's result. It may be that transfer of discriminative responding was observed in Holland's study, but not in the present experiments, because the representations of the carbohydrate USs (liquid sucrose and food pellets) used by Holland were more similar than were the representations of carbohydrate (sucrose pellets) and fat (peanut oil) USs used in the present study. Consistent with this view, Davidson et al. (1997) provided evidence that animals encode and represent memorially information about the fat and carbohydrate content of food USs. In these experiments, rats first were trained such that one cue was followed by an oil US (fat) and a separate cue was followed by a sucrose US (carbohydrate). Rats subsequently injected with the lipid antimetabolite Na-2-mercaptoacetate (MA) responded more to the CS for oil than to the CS for sucrose. This pattern was not shown by rats that received isotonic saline or systemic 2-deoxy-d-glucose (a glucose antimetabolite). By contrast, intracerebroventricular infusion of the glucose antimetabolite 5-thioglucose selectively promoted responding to the CS for sucrose. Thus, lipoprivic and glucoprivic treatments selectively promoted the activation of the memories of fat and carbohydrate USs, respectively. One reason that less transfer occurred in our present study than in Holland's (1989b) experiments might be because the transfer targets in our study were associated with more dissimilar US representations (i.e., fat versus carbohydrate compared with carbohydrate alone).
The present findings are important because they help us to evaluate several competing interpretations of what is learned about features as a result of serial feature discrimination training. We think that our findings pose problems for the view that discrimination performance was based on summation of excitation arising from separate feature3 US and target3 US associations. For example, one summation account for our PP and FP findings is based on the assumption that summation is greater for two stimuli that are associated with the same US compared with two stimuli that are associated with different USs. However, several other findings seem to argue against this assumption. A number of Pavlovian experiments have found that compounds of CSs that have been trained separately with different USs generate no less conditioned responding than either CS presented alone or compound presentations of CSs that have been separately trained with the same US Figure 10 . Percentage of appetitive behavior on transfer target test days of Experiment 3. The top panel shows appetitive behavior for rats in group SUC, and the bottom panel shows appetitive behavior for rats in group OIL. The left half of each graph represents appetitive behavior for the transfer target trained with the same unconditioned stimulus (US) from discrimination training, and the right half of each graph represents appetitive behavior for the transfer target trained with a different US from discrimination training. Feature appetitive behavior is represented by the diagonal bars, target appetitive behavior is represented by the crosshatched bars, and feature-target compound appetitive behavior is represented by the empty bars. CS ϭ conditioned stimulus; group SUC ϭ the US was two sucrose pellets; group OIL ϭ the US was peanut oil. (Ganesan & Pearce, 1988; Rescorla, 1999; Watt & Honey, 1997) . These results argue against the idea that the transfer performance we observed in Experiments 1 and 3 represent special cases of summation.
Another feature of the data that argue against summation is that, in our study, only low levels of responding were observed when the transfer targets were presented alone, and the amount of responding did not differ dependent on whether those cues had been associated with the same or a different US compared with that used in original training. Thus, level of responding on featurealone trials and on transfer target-alone trials, respectively, was comparable for all groups during transfer testing. Yet, featuretarget serial compounds yielded much greater responding for groups whose transfer target had been trained with the same US compared with a different US relative to original training Similarly, if the feature is established as an inhibitor within a feature-negative discrimination procedure (XA-/Aϩ), that feature should reduce responding normally controlled by another excitor, B, if X is presented together with that cue. As in Experiments 1 and 3, both targets (original and transfer) controlled identical conditioned responses, but transfer of inhibitory control was seen only to the target trained then extinguished with the same US as was used in original training. If the solution to the serial featurenegative discrimination in Experiment 2 involves the summation of inhibitory and excitatory associations of the feature and transfer targets, transfer should have been seen regardless of the US used in target training.
Another account of how animals solve serial PP, FP, and FN discrimination problems emphasizes the conditioning of compound stimulus configurations (e.g., Pearce, 1987; Wilson & Pearce, 1989 , 1990 Young & Pearce, 1984) . Within such theories, a compound cue, XA, is not treated as the combination of elements, X and A, but as a unique stimulus. Various summation and stimulus selection phenomena are due to generalization of excitation and inhibition between the compound and stimuli that other theories describe as elements. For example, assuming that the target portion of a serial compound resembles the target alone more than the feature alone, Pearce's (1987) theory can account for the basic differences in transfer observed with serial and simultaneous feature-positive and feature-negative discriminations. In addition, Wilson and Pearce (1990) suggested that training cues in similar fashions enhance generalization between them.
Although not stated explicitly within this framework, it may be possible to account for our present results by including US similarity as one factor that determines generalization. As mentioned previously, animals encode and represent memorially information about the fat and carbohydrate content of food USs. With this modification, one could argue that control of transfer target responding by the feature is subject to greater generalization decrement when training and testing occur with a different rather than the same US. However, if one makes this assumption, then it is difficult to see how this approach can also encompass the findings, mentioned above, that combining CSs given separate training with different USs produces either the same level or even more responding than that produced by combining CSs that have been trained separately with the same US.
Another account for the reduction in transfer seen to targets trained with different USs is suggested by recent experiments by Watt (1998, 1999) . These experiments found that rats generalize between features depending on the specific associative relationships that they signal. Specifically, two features that preceded the same target-US association during discrimination training are subsequently treated as more similar to one another than are two features that preceded different target-US associations. If one assumes that the targets in the present experiments enter into similar relationships whereby the target signals relationships between the taste of a US and its content (carbohydrate or fat), then one would expect greater "acquired equivalence" between targets trained with the same US than targets trained with a different US.
Findings that serial discrimination training yields a stimulus with properties that are apparently different from those produced by simple Pavlovian training are problematic for views that propose that both types of training involve the same learning mechanisms. However, such findings are consistent with the view that serial feature training and simple conditioning rely on different types of learning processes. In particular, such findings support the idea that stimuli can acquire control over conditioned responding in a manner that does not depend on their involvement in a direct association with a US. For example, according to the hierarchical memory model of Holland (1990 Holland ( , 1992 , as a consequence of exposure to simple conditioning procedures, representations of individual events and of the excitatory and inhibitory associations among those events are stored in a lower level memory system. In contrast, on the basis of their ability to signal the reinforcement of their target stimuli, information about feature stimuli (i.e., those trained with serial FP, FN, and presumably PP procedures) is represented in another memory system, which stores conditional "if then" relations. In this system, whole CS3 US associations are represented. Features can be conceived of as events that act on representational units that are composed of particular CS3 US associations. According to this model, transfer of stimulus control is more likely to occur within systems than between systems. Therefore, features are expected to promote responding to cues that have been trained as targets in other serial feature discrimination problems (which are represented in the same memory system) but not to cues that have undergone only simple training and extinction. These simply trained cues are assumed to be represented only in the lower level memory system. The present findings that serially trained features promote responding to the simply trained and partially extinguished transfer targets are inconsistent with this account.
Even with the further assumption that cues that possess both excitatory and inhibitory associations have access to the same higher level memory system in which serially trained feature stimuli are represented (see Holland, 1992) , it is still difficult to account for the patterns of transfer seen in the present experiments. Specifically, within this model it is not clear why transfer of discriminative responding should be greater for targets trained with the same US compared with a US that was different from that used in original training. Although not stated explicitly within the hierarchical framework, it may be possible to account for our results by including a process of mediated generalization within the hierarchical memory model. According to this expansion of the hierarchical view, generalization between stimuli is determined not only by the extent to which they hold physical features in common but also by the nature of what the cues are associated with so that reduced transfer in the DIFFERENT groups results from less generalization to the original target from training than to a CS trained with the same US. Although this simple extension appears to account for the data, it seems that one would have to argue that even though there was complete transfer in most cases with a different CS (no apparent reduction due to generalization), there was less generalization only when the CS and US were different. Furthermore, in all cases except for FP training with an oil US, the feature did not exert any modulatory powers over the target CS trained with a different US. Thus, not only would one need to argue that changing the US decreased transfer but that it abolished it altogether.
Alternatively, the data presented here seem consistent with the idea that features trained in our serial discrimination problems influenced responding to their targets by modulating the activation of the US representation that was encoded during original training. One account of this type (e.g., Rescorla, 1985) is that the features trained in our PP and FP problems temporarily lowered the threshold for activation of the US representation, thereby augmenting the capacity for any stimulus associated with that representation to evoke conditioned responses. Within this view, the thresholdmodulating action of a feature is specific to the US that was presented during PP or FP training. Moreover, partial extinction of a transfer target that was associated with that same US would serve to elevate the threshold for activation of the US representation, making that transfer target cue especially sensitive to the actions of threshold-lowering feature stimuli. This basic mode of action is comparable with features trained in serial FN discriminations, except that these cues raise the threshold for activation of US representation, making it more difficult for any stimulus associated with that representation to evoke conditioned responses. Our findings that features trained in serial PP, FP, and FN discriminations altered the response-evoking power of simply trained-thenextinguished transfer targets dependent on whether those transfer targets were associated with the same US that had been subject to earlier PP, FP, and FN training are consistent with the preceding account.
An idea that seems related to both the hierarchical memory and the threshold modulation views is that serial PP, FP, and FN training each lead to the formation of concurrent excitatory and inhibitory associations between the target CS and the US (e.g., Bouton, 1994) . Feature stimuli trained within these problems influence the activation of the US representation by gating the inhibitory target CS3 US association. As a result of serial PP and FP training, the feature disrupts or reduces the effectiveness of this inhibitory association, thereby increasing the ability of the target to excite the US representation. As a result of serial FN training, gating by the feature augments or increases the effectiveness of the inhibitory association, reducing the ability of the target to activate the US representation. Findings that stimuli with a history of both excitatory and inhibitory training history are especially sensitive to either the facilitatory or the inhibitory effects of serially trained features supports this type of analysis (Swartzentruber & Rescorla, 1994) .
The idea that feature stimuli mediate the effectiveness of concurrent inhibitory and excitatory target3 US associations might also be encompassed within a hierarchical model. For example, Rescorla (1992) suggested that a target that receives both excitatory and inhibitory training might develop excitatory connections with two intermediate representational nodes, one that activates and one that inhibits activation of the US representation. Within this framework, features may act by turning off (e.g., serial PP, FP training) or turning on (serial FN training) the inhibitory node. According to Rescorla (1992) , proposing that a feature acts on such an intermediate node is largely indistinguishable conceptually from proposing that a feature acts on a CS3 US association.
One could account for our present results within this type of framework by assuming that the formation of inhibitory nodes is largely US specific. That is, an inhibitory node acts only on the representation of the US to which it was linked during training, and the gating effect of a feature is specific to the inhibitory node with which it was linked during training. In our study, training and then extinction of the transfer target linked that target to an inhibitory node with connections to the US representation. If the transfer target was associated with the same US that was used during original discrimination training, the presentation of that target would activate the same inhibitory node as does the originally trained target. Conversely, a transfer target trained with a different US before being at least partially extinguished would activate a different inhibitory node relative to that activated by the original target. During testing, a feature stimulus continues to gate the same inhibitory node that it gated during training, thereby modulating responding to any transfer cue that activates that node. However, that feature will be unable to modulate responding to transfer cues that activate other inhibitory nodes.
In Experiments 1 and 2, near complete transfer of control by the features was observed when they were tested with a target that had been trained then extinguished with the same US as was used in training. No transfer of control by the features was observed when tested with a target trained then extinguished with a different US from that used in training. These outcomes are expected in both the threshold modulation and inhibition-gating frameworks note previously. However, in Experiment 3, animals trained with a peanut oil US exhibited some transfer to a target trained with a sucrose US. It is the case that the amount of transfer observed in that condition was much less than that found to a transfer target that had been trained with a peanut oil US. Nonetheless, the finding of transfer of serial feature training across different USs does not seem to be encompassed by either the threshold modulation or by the inhibition-gating views.
As suggested elsewhere (e.g., Swartzentruber, 1995) , it seems likely that generalization among different targets, different features, and different USs could contribute to incomplete transfer, both when transfer is expected and when it is not. Moreover, under some conditions, cues that would normally be expected to perform a modulatory function may instead exert substantial behavioral control based on direct associations with other stimuli (see Bouton & Nelson, 1998) . However, in the present study, generalization, direct association, and other processes did not prevent, or even obscure to any large degree, what appeared to be US-specific transfer of modulatory control over Pavlovian conditioned responding.
